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The teaching profession has been changing dramatically over the last decade. One of the most 

noticeable changes has been the greater role of large-scale summative assessment. Valid summative 

assessments are critical for determining whether students have learned grade-level mathematics. 

Summative assessments are not designed, however, to guide teaching and learning in real time. For this, 

classroom practices that help educators assess their students’ progress along a trajectory are crucial.  It 

is worth noting that valid and reliable summative assessment can in fact be used in a formative way if 

teachers provide feedback to students and give students time and opportunity to act on that feedback 

before grades are given; if feedback is provided in conjunction with the evaluation, students attend 

almost exclusively to the evaluation and not the feedback (Wiliam, 2007). While a summative 

assessment can be used formatively, this paper will focus on classroom-based formative assessment 

practices 

 

Assessment for Learning, or formative assessment, constitutes using a set of instructional practices that 

provide information to both the teacher and student, to help the teacher make instructional decisions 

and to help students become increasingly capable of monitoring and communicating about their 

learning. These practices, done effectively (for example by making them resemble instruction) can 

actually provide additional learning opportunities, helping students engage with important content and 

ways of thinking to move forward along the trajectory.  

 

Starting these practices in kindergarten and first grade empowers students from the beginning to own 

their own learning. This report provides examples of what educators might consider and include in 

formative assessment design to support the needs of children in kindergarten and first grade in mastery 

of the CCSS. While the examples focus on assessing kindergarteners and first graders, the principles of 

sound formative assessment practice apply K-12. 

 

Assessment for Learning and Formative Assessment 
It might seem unusual to think about assessing students while providing learning opportunities, but that 

is precisely what assessment for learning is—making assessment a tool for learning (Stiggins, 2002; 

Black, Harrison, Lee, Marshall, & Wiliam, 2003). Through formative assessment practices, educators can 

watch students make progress in learning the content with which they are wrestling. Moreover, 

teachers and students have the opportunity to shift their teaching or learning immediately or in the 

short term to address the information they receive about their students’ progress.  

 

Despite a wealth of research and articles, formative assessment practices are often misunderstood. 

Probably the most common misunderstanding is the mistaken idea that formative assessments are 

products—like item banks or test booklets. Instead, formative assessment involves teachers using a set 

of practices. These practices involve collecting data in an ongoing way, including by such simple means 

as observing students or asking the class a question, and then determining how or whether to alter 
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instruction to move students more smoothly along a learning trajectory. While this feedback loop is a 

critical activity in and of itself, we do not consider that this alone constitutes formative assessment. 

Formative assessment is intended to gauge and understand a student’s progress as well as help the 

student herself become capable of monitoring and acting on behalf of her own learning (rather than be 

a passive participant). As such, four conditions of formative assessment are crucial (Black et al, 2003; 

Black and Wiliam, 1998):  

1. Formative assessment practices must provide informative results regarding where students are 

along an identified learning trajectory for a given standard(s);  

2. The activity and resultant timely non-evaluative feedback must provide ongoing learning 

opportunities for students to move along that trajectory;  

3. Teacher instruction is designed based on the information that is collected relative to the 

trajectory, informed of course by scope, sequence or schedule, but not governed strictly by 

these external demands. 

4. The “assessment” must occur in a timely enough manner so there is adequate time for students, 

in addition to the teacher, to respond to the feedback. 

 

A critical component of formative assessment is timely, non-evaluative feedback for the student. 

Therefore, this document will focus on feedback.   

 

Feedback is the Key… so what is feedback? 
Formative assessment practices have been shown to be highly effective over and over again in research 

studies. An important element of the effectiveness of formative assessment practices is to provide non-

evaluative, descriptive feedback to students, feedback on which students are able to act and respond 

(Black & Wiliam, 1998; Stiggins, 2007). Teachers are often told to use formative assessment because of 

its incredible impact, yet the focus of this advice is typically on data collection to inform instruction and 

rarely on the feedback itself. Research indicates that feedback can take many forms and originate from 

many sources (Leahy, Lyon, Thompson, & Wiliam, 2005), but the feedback provided from formative 

assessment practices should constructively inform students whether they have been successful, why or 

why not, and what next steps are needed to move their understanding closer to the learning goal (Black 

et al, 2003; Wiliam, 2007; Stiggins, 2007).  

Below are three main sources of feedback; examples from actual classroom activities are provided at the 

end of the document.   

 

Sources of Feedback – Self 

Students are always giving themselves feedback. Unfortunately very early on, often a by-product of 

evaluation, this feedback is becomes counter-productive, such as when a student says, “I stink at this.” 

Helping students become productive feedback providers to themselves is important, and critical for the 

teacher to support. Carefully designed tasks can help. Some of the best learning activities are developed 

to support productive internal feedback because the interaction with the task provides important data 
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to the student—data the student can act on. Maria Montessori, for example, developed many of her 

activities so that students would be positioned to self-assess just through interaction with a task. A 

simple jigsaw puzzle is an example of such a task: It is clear when a piece does not fit, when the puzzle 

looks wrong, or when a puzzle is incomplete. In these situations, students putting the puzzle together 

know the goal, whether or not it has been achieved and why, and what steps need to be taken to move 

forward—they must look for other or additional ways to fit the pieces together.  

 

Individuals solving a jigsaw puzzle develop strategies, such as finding all border pieces, looking for pieces 

with particular colors, or identifying parts of an object. Particularly in mathematics, but in other content 

areas as well, the use of manipulatives can further support a student’s self-assessment process. Base-

ten blocks provide a useful example: A student could use these to model1 an addition problem involving 

regrouping in order to assess his paper and pencil answer or to determine where mistakes might have 

occurred and how to correct them. This internal feedback is a natural result of engaging with accessible, 

appropriate tasks where the task provides actionable data to the student. While students will know for 

themselves whether they have succeeded, this is not evaluation in the sense that their performance is 

deemed good or bad. The more students can be placed in a position to self-evaluate and provide and act 

on internal feedback, the more they are positioned to own their learning. 

 

Sources of Feedback – Peers 

Peers can also provide feedback to students. For older students, this feedback should be structured and 

more formal, but for younger students this feedback is often the natural result of engaging in the 

activity with others. For example, when playing a game, students monitor each other to make sure 

everyone is following the rules; or when puzzling over something, students may spontaneously share 

questions or ideas which then prompts other students to think more deeply (or differently). A student 

explaining his or her thinking can also serve as feedback to other students—as long as the students 

attend to each other and know it is important to do so. Peer feedback, whether formal or spontaneous, 

must be managed carefully. If this feedback takes on an evaluative edge, whether intentional or just 

perceived, the process can be counterproductive. Thus it is important to help students learn appropriate 

ways to work with others, including norms for expected interactions. As with providing grades, 

evaluation tends to interfere with students ability to attend to feedback.  

 

Sources of Feedback - Teachers 

                                                        
1 Before students can use the manipulatives to support the self-assessment process, it is essential that they 
already know how to correctly model such operations with the blocks; manipulatives are not supportive if 
students are still experimenting with them to figure out what they mean. Manipulatives in mathematics 
should also be tightly connected to the written/symbolic methods they represent. For example, using 
manipulatives to represent a sum should be combined with a symbolic/numerical representation of the 
calculation.  
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Teachers are perhaps the most recognized provider of feedback to students. As with peers, this can 

certainly be formal and structured, but for small children this is not always productive. Finding informal, 

accessible means to help students understand the goal, what it means to meet the goal, and what next 

steps are needed to move toward the learning goals is more useful. Our examples at the end of this 

document highlight some of this informal feedback. 

 

 It is worth repeating that if the feedback is perceived as evaluative by the learner—even when the 

evaluation is good—students will attend to the evaluation not the feedback, which then interferes with 

continued learning. Even positive evaluations are not always constructive; positive evaluations can make 

students want to work for the evaluation itself rather than the learning, making the learning proposition 

fragile and dependent on constant positive feedback.  

 

Teacher feedback to help students move toward the learning goal often comes in the informal ongoing 

interactions with students throughout a learning activity. This can then be followed up, as appropriate, 

with written feedback, such as through a shared rubric involving clear and transparent criteria. Consider 

the following scenarios: 

 

 When a teacher listens to a student who is wrestling with a learning task and asks a question 

that encourages a next step a student can take in order to move closer to the learning goal, the 

student is receiving formative feedback from the teacher;  

 When a teacher suggests that a student work with an alternative model to find the connections 

between two models, the student is receiving formative feedback from the teacher; 

 When a student describes a story that her pictures convey, and the teacher describes it back to 

the student and asks the student if this is what she wanted to convey, the student is actually 

being positioned by the teacher to engage in self-feedback.  

 

In each of these cases, the teacher is not evaluating the student as having achieved or not achieved; 

rather, the teacher is providing a question, suggestion, observation, etc., that guides a student to move 

forward. In fact, even when a student has attained the learning goal, it is important to suggest 

extensions that deepen the student’s learning, rather than signaling to a student that she is done with 

her learning.  

 

 

For younger children, all three sources of productive feedback are invaluable. The first two sources—self 

and peer—are particularly important because of how children are able to keep the feedback out of the 

evaluative realm, which, in turn, can encourage continued engagement. Teacher feedback, while 

essential, must be very carefully crafted so that it not only makes sense to the learner but also does not 

convey any evaluation. Then, the student will feel free to continue taking risks.  
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Tasks that lend themselves to an evaluative response, such as worksheets of random practice problems 

or fill-in-the-blanks, have their place but are typically ill suited to serve formative assessment purposes. 

The natural question that follows is “which ones did I get right?” That said, purposefully designed 

practice problems that enable students to make observations and conjectures may serve formative 

purposes well. Formative assessment must not be a random or laissez faire act: tasks must be carefully 

designed, the feedback must be constructive; and the learning must be evident. Look for these 

opportunities in the examples that follow.  
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Illustrations of Formative Assessment Practices  
 

Mathematics and ELA in Grade 1 

 

The learning goals students are working towards include the following:  

Mathematics 1.OA.A.2 Solve word problems that call for addition of three whole numbers whose 

sum is less than or equal to 20, e.g., by using objects, drawings, and 

equations with a symbol for the unknown number to represent the problem. 

ELA-Literacy.SL.1.2 Ask and answer questions about key details in a text read aloud or 

information presented orally or through other media. 

ELA-Literacy.RI.1.1  Ask and answer questions about key details in a text. 

Young students do not know these learning goals as the formal ends of learning trajectories, but they do 

know they are listening to a story and will try to answer questions and solve some problems regarding 

what they learned in the story.  

 

The teacher gives the students an image of three figures: a red one, a yellow, and a blue. Red is largest, 

yellow smallest and blue is in the middle. The teacher also hands the student 10 pennies and reads the 

following story: 

 

Three very small and very colorful space people just came to visit you. You have ten pennies and you 

decide to give them all to your visitors as a present. Yellow says, “That’s a very nice present. Thank you 

very much. I’m tiny and pennies are quite big. Please, can I have the fewest?” And Blue says, “That’s a 

very, very nice present. Thank you very, very much. But I’m small, too, and pennies are big. I can carry 

more than Yellow, but not as much as Red. Can I have a middle-size amount?” And then Red says, “That’s 

a very, very, very nice present. Thank you very, very, very much. They’re right. Pennies are big. But I’m 

the biggest, and I don’t want them to have to carry too much! I’m willing to take the most.” You giggle 

and then give all of your pennies to them, making sure Red gets the most, and Yellow gets the least. 

Show one way that you can do that! 

 

Teacher:  How would you show one way to give out all the pennies? 

Student:  I would give one to the red, 4 to the blue and 5 to yellow.  

Teacher:  Ok. I am going to read the story again and you check to make sure they all got what they 

wanted. Teacher rereads. 

Student:  Oh, red needs to have the most. 

 

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/1/1/
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Teacher asks the student to pass out the pennies again now giving red the most and then asks another 

student to listen to the story and see if she would solve it the same way.  

 

 There is quite a bit going on in this story—aural comprehension, relative quantities, problem solving, 

and drawing conclusions from text-based evidence, to name a few. In the portion of the task that we see 

here, the teacher supports the student to use the text to provide internal feedback. When the student 

presents her model, the teacher asks her to listen to the story to check her solution; the teacher does 

not tell the student she is wrong2. With the internal feedback based on information in the text, the 

student realizes her model is incorrect and creates a new one. The teacher is helping the student to 

develop constructive internal feedback practices, and then asks other students to attend to the one 

student’s solution and the story, possibly creating another opportunity for peer feedback. Had the 

student not been able to self-correct, the teacher then would have had to engaging in probing and 

reasoning questions to identify the source of the misconception in order to then provide appropriate 

formative feedback. Such questions could include, “Here are three different sized blocks (using physical 

blocks); which is the biggest?” And/or, “Which color is the biggest space person??”  

 

Mathematics in Grade 1 

 

The learning goals students are working towards include the following:  

1.NBT.5 Given a two-digit number, mentally find 10 more or 10 less than the number, without 

having to count; explain the reasoning used. 

1.NBT.6 

  

  

Subtract multiples of 10 in the range of 10–90 (positive or zero differences), using 

concrete models or drawings and strategies based on place value, properties of 

operations, and/or the relationship between addition and subtraction; relate the 

strategy to a written method and explain the reasoning used. 

Young students again do not know these learning goals as the formal ends of learning trajectories, but 

they do know they do know they are playing a game that asks them to mentally figure out the resulting 

numbers from adding/subtracting 1 & 10. This mental math is an important step in the learning 

trajectory that asks students to do these same activities in writing, which is more challenging.  

 

Teacher:  Dwayne, pick a starting number for us larger than 20. 

Dwayne:  38 

Teacher:  1 more 

                                                        
2 Note: this is only non-evaluative in so far as the teacher asks students, whether correct or incorrect, to refer 
back to the text. If the teacher only ever does this with incorrect answers, students learn very quickly that 
such feedback is actually telling the student her answer is wrong.  
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Class:   39 

Teacher:  10 less 

Class:  29 

Teacher:  10 more 

Class:  39 

Teacher  1 more 

Class:  40  

Teacher:  1 less 

Just over half the students: 39 

Remainder of students: 49 

Teacher:  I heard two answers there; one of those is right. Let’s start with 50. 10 more 

Class:  60  

Teacher:  1 more 

Class:  61 

Teacher:  1 more 

Class:  62 

Teacher:  1 less  

Class:  61 

Teacher:  10 more  

Class:  71 

Teacher:  10 less  

Class:  61 

Teacher:  1 less  

Class:  60 

Teacher:  1 less  

Most of Class:  59  

A Few students: 69  

Teacher: I heard two answers there too; just like before, one of those is right. Let’s start back with 29.  

 

Teacher repeats a similar sequence, and when she says 1 less at 30, all students say 29.  

 

In this example, there is feedback coming from the teacher and the students; in addition students 

actually engage in self-evaluation, though that is not explicit in the dialog! When there is agreement, the 

teacher continues on and students know they are accurate; when there is disagreement, the teacher 

lets the class know that one of their solutions is correct, but does not indicate which one, so it is non-

evaluative of an individual’s solution. This may seem uncomfortable, but this teacher knows that hearing 

solutions from others will serve as data and that ALL students, knowing one of the solutions is correct, 

will naturally spend time thinking about his/her response to determine if his/her solution is correct. For 

students who know the relative size of numbers under 100, it is not difficult to reason about which is the 
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correct response; they hear the other solution and realize that if 69 is greater than 60, it could not be 

the solution when the teacher was looking for something less. This error in crossing decades is actually 

quite natural and is not actually mathematical, though it is an essential part of the learning trajectory 

that culminates in being able to mentally add/subtract 1 across decades. Students must learn to manage 

quite a bit of information in their heads in order to do this mental mathematics. Early on in the activity, 

many students work so hard to get the 9, they forget about the decade and just say the previously used 

decade. This highlights why it is so important to have an understanding of the learning trajectory 

culminating in a standard. All students here can add and subtract 1, though some have trouble with 

managing the information across decades. Only in understanding the trajectory does the teacher knows 

the mistake a not one of misunderstanding what it means to add or subtract 1. In this example, you can 

see that students have responded to the feedback given because of the self-correction—there are fewer 

errors the second time, and none the third time. Engaging in the task in this way, has been non-

evaluative and has provided an opportunity for students to sort through and make sense of crossing 

decades, and also positions the student to evaluate his/her own solutions, using their peers responses 

to compare.  

 

As these examples show, formative assessment is a sophisticated practice that relies upon teachers 

having, or building over time, a repertoire of detailed pedagogical content knowledge they can draw 

upon for key learning trajectories. Therefore, professional development for formative assessment 

practices should always be grounded in the most intricate and most central content domains, such as 

counting and cardinality (K.CC), operations and algebraic thinking (K.OA, 1.OA, 2.OA) and number and 

operations in base ten (K.NBT, 1.NBT, 2.NBT). A mile-wide, inch-deep approach to teacher professional 

learning makes no more sense than a mile-wide, inch-deep approach to the curriculum for students.3 

 

Summary 
In order to have the desired impact, formative assessment practices must be more than just collecting 

information about how far a student has progressed along a learning trajectory and making instructional 

adaptations accordingly.  The formative assessment practices that truly bring about change in a 

student’s learning involve providing timely, non-evaluative feedback whether through internal feedback, 

or that of a student’s peers or teacher. This feedback gives the student the opportunity to learn from 

engaging in the task and to advance along the trajectory. 

 

While providing feedback and changing instruction based on data collected is an essential component of 

formative assessment, there are other aspects of formative assessment as well. The effectiveness of the 

practices are dependent on how useful the information gathered is in understanding where students are 

along a learning trajectory relative to a learning standard. Thus there are additional components of the 

                                                        
3 Experts such as James Popham and Margaret Heritage have stressed that too many topics and a lack of emphasis 
on core material pose a threat to effective formative assessment practices (for teachers and students).  
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task that must be considered when developing formative assessment, particularly for our youngest 

students.  

 

Final Considerations 
Formative assessment can be one of the most valuable tools in a teacher’s arsenal to grow his or her 

students. It is important to keep in mind that becoming adept at these practices takes time and 

professional development. If the data gathered is not appearing useful in shifting instruction or in 

enabling teachers to provide feedback that grows students’ abilities, it might suggest that the tasks need 

to be fine-tuned—essentially this becomes formative assessment for task development. If the task is 

providing critical information but the feedback is not effectively moving students—particularly 

struggling learners—along a learning trajectory, there needs to be concerted effort to shift the nature of 

the feedback provided to ensure it meets the criteria of effective feedback. Working in teams to think 

through tasks, possible solutions, and possible constructive feedback ahead of time can be powerful for 

teachers’ growth in this activity. If things are still not progressing as desired, remember that there are 

other factors to consider that play a critical role in student learning. These include: 

 

 Needing to present students with rigorous activities that ask them to engage, at their level, in 

ways of working that reflect the discipline;  

 Ensuring teacher beliefs and student self-beliefs do not include a sense that the student is not 

entirely capability; 

 Building strong, trusting relationships with teachers (Students are less likely to invest in the work 

asked for by a teacher if they do not feel she is invested in them); and, 

 Creating a classroom that is safe, and free of negative evaluations by teacher or peers, or other 

uncomfortable social situations.  

 

If a teacher encounters difficulties in growing students, it can be very helpful to identify a trusted peer 

or friend with whom to collaborate around ensuring the above conditions are in place and/or ruling out 

ineffective assessment practices. Interestingly, productive formative assessment that is appropriate, 

accessible, and playful can go a long way to helping address these other factors in the classroom.  
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